Trypanosome mitochondrial mRNAs achieve their coding sequences through RNA editing. This process, catalyzed by ;20S protein complexes, involves large numbers of uridylate (U) insertions and deletions within mRNA precursors. Here we analyze the role of the essential TbMP42 protein (band VI/KREPA2) by individually examining each step of the U-deletional and U-insertional editing cycles, using reactions in the approximately linear range. We examined control extracts and RNA interference (RNAi) extracts prepared soon after TbMP42 was depleted (when primary effects should be most evident) and three days later (when precedent shows secondary effects can become prominent). This analysis shows TbMP42 is critical for cleavage of editing substrates by both the U-deletional and U-insertional endonucleases. However, on simple substrates that assess cleavage independent of editing features, TbMP42 is similarly required only for the U-deletional endonuclease, indicating TbMP42 affects the two editing endonucleases differently. Supplementing RNAi extract with recombinant TbMP42 partly restores these cleavage activities. Notably, we find that all the other editing steps (the 39-U-exonuclease [39-U-exo] and ligation steps of U-deletion and the terminal-U-transferase [TUTase] and ligation steps of U-insertion) remain at control levels upon RNAi induction, and hence are not dependent on TbMP42. This contrasts with an earlier report that TbMP42 is a 39-U-exo that may act in U-deletion and additionally is critical for the TUTase and/or ligation steps of U-insertion, observations our data suggest reflect indirect effects of TbMP42 depletion. Thus, trypanosomes require TbMP42 for both endonucleolytic cleavage steps of RNA editing, but not for any of the subsequent steps of the editing cycles.
INTRODUCTION
In trypanosomes, many mitochondrial transcripts are edited to generate mature mRNAs by the deletion and insertion of U's at numerous specific locations (for reviews, see Stuart and Panigrahi 2002; Simpson et al. 2003; Stuart et al. 2005) . Such editing can create over three-quarters of the codons and nearly double the length of an mRNA (Feagin et al. 1988) . The location and extent of the U-deletions and U-insertions are directed by guide RNAs (gRNAs; z40-70 nucleotides [nt] ) that are complementary to regions of the mature mRNA and thus mismatch the pre-mRNA at each site to be edited (Blum et al. 1990 ). Initially, the 59 portion of the gRNA base pairs with the pre-mRNA, forming an ''anchor duplex'' that extends to the first gRNA/pre-mRNA mismatch, which defines the first editing site. A mismatched region beginning with U's in the mRNA strand signifies a U-deletion, while a mismatched region beginning with non-U's (generally purines) signifies a U-insertion. For both kinds of editing cycles, the pre-mRNA is first endonucleolytically cleaved at the start of the mismatched region (see Fig. 1A ; Blum et al. 1990 ; see also Cruz-Reyes et al. 1998b; Carnes et al. 2005; Trotter et al. 2005) . Then U's are either removed or added at the 39 end of the upstream cleavage fragment by a 39-U-exonuclease (39-U-exo) (Blum et al. 1990 ; see also Rusche et al. 1997) or a terminal-U-transferase (TUTase) (Bakalara et al. 1989; Aphasizhev et al. 2003c; Ernst et al. 2003) . Finally, the transcript is resealed by an RNA ligase (Rusche et al. 1997 (Rusche et al. , 2001 McManus et al. 2001; Schnaufer et al. 2001) . After each successful editing cycle, the anchor duplex extends up to the next mismatch, which defines the next site to be processed, and editing thereby progresses 39 to 59 along the pre-mRNA.
The type of editing cycle is determined already as Udeletional or U-insertional by the endonucleolytic cleavage step. These cleavages are, respectively, stimulated or inhibited by adenosine polyphosphates (Cruz-Reyes et al. 1998b ) and use different nucleases (Cruz-Reyes et al. 1998b; Carnes et al. 2005 Carnes et al. , 2008 Trotter et al. 2005) . The main determinate specifying the kind of cleavage appears to be the unpaired U or non-U abutting the anchor duplex (see Fig. 1A ), since cleavages of similar RNA substrates lacking the unpaired gRNA region, termed ''basic cleavages,'' retain the same adenosine polyphosphate specificity as occurs at normal editing sites (diagrammed in Fig. 5, below; cf. Figs. 1, 4 and Fig. 5, below; Law et al. 2005 Law et al. , 2007 . Furthermore, the use of such basic enzymatic assays can discern differences between the fundamental activity of an editing enzyme and its ability to act normally at an editing site.
Biochemical purifications of editing activities have demonstrated that they reside in protein complexes of z20S (Pollard et al. 1992; Kable et al. 1996; Seiwert et al. 1996; Rusche et al. 1997; Panigrahi et al. 2006; Carnes et al. 2008) . The initial procedure used to purify the editing complex from Trypanosoma brucei (Rusche et al. 1997 ) yields seven major staining proteins (designated bands I through VII, as well as minor protein bands that were not individually noted) (see Fig. 1B ; Rusche et al. 1997) . In later purification procedures (from another T. brucei line and from a Leishmania tarentolae line) (Panigrahi et al. 2001a (Panigrahi et al. , 2003a Aphasizhev et al. 2003a; Gao et al. 2005; Stuart et al. 2005) , z10-15 additional copurifying proteins were reported; they include the balance of the editing enzymes and appear to be in nonstochiometric amounts that vary in relative abundance in different preparations (see, e.g., Panigrahi et al. 2006) . These z20 proteins were designated TbMP# from T. brucei (Panigrahi et al. 2001a) or LC-# from L. tarentolae (Aphasizhev et al. 2003a) , and later renamed KREPX#, which is transitioning to a KREØ# functional designation (summarized in Fig. 1B ; Stuart et al. 2005) . Notably, editing complexes purified by the initial procedure (Rusche et al. 1997 ; see also Zhelonkina et al. 2006 ) catalyze full cycles of U-deletion and Uinsertion more actively than other reported preparations (Cruz-Reyes et al. 1998c despite those additional proteins appearing as only minor species. The differences in the protein profiles between the various editing complex preparations do not appear to be due to a selective loss of essential proteins during purification, since TbMP57 and TbMP63 (an apparently minor and major protein, respectively) were found at the same relative abundance in cell lysate as in the seven-major-protein complex (Zhelonkina et al. 2006) . Instead, the differences could reflect the cell lines used for the purifications (discussed by Law et al. 2007 ). Specifically, the T. brucei complexes with seven major proteins or z20 proteins of apparently variable abundance were isolated from different cell lines and in different laboratories: 667 cells (Rusche et al. 1997) or IsTar 1.7a cells (Panigrahi et al. 2003a , and references therein), respectively, but isolation in the latter laboratory from yet another T. brucei line (29.13 cells) yielded a simple protein profile ) very similar to that originally purified from 667 cells. There also may be different populations of editing complexes that utilize many proteins in common but have a few protein differences (Panigrahi et al. 2006; Carnes et al. 2008 , and references therein).
U-deletion and U-insertion involve parallel reaction steps that utilize distinct activities ( Fig. 1A ; Cruz-Reyes and Sollner-Webb 1996; Rusche et al. 1997; Cruz-Reyes et al. 1998b) , and the relevant enzymes have now been largely identified (Fig. 1B) . The U-deletional and U-insertional cleavage steps are catalyzed by TbMP90/KREN1 and TbMP61/ KREN2, respectively Trotter et al. 2005; Kang et al. 2006 ) (or by TbMP67/KREPB2/KREN3 for the U-insertion that uses a cis-located gRNA; Carnes et al. 2008) , although it has additionally been inferred that TbMP42/KREPA3/band VI may catalyze editing endonucleolytic cleavage (Brecht et al. 2005) . The U-removal step is catalyzed by TbMP100/KREX1 (Worthey et al. 2003; Kang et al. 2005) and TbMP99/KREPC2/KREX2/band I Worthey et al. 2003; Rogers et al. 2007 ) and/or possibly TbMP42/KREPA3/band VI (Brecht et al. 2005) ; the U-addition step is catalyzed by the TbMP57/KRET2 TUTase (Aphasizhev et al. 2003c; Ernst et al. 2003) . Finally, the ligation steps are catalyzed by the TbMP52/KREL1/band IV and TbMP48/KREL2/band V RNA ligases (Rusche et al. 1997 (Rusche et al. , 2001 Schnaufer et al. 2001 ; see also Sabatini and Hajduk 1995; McManus et al. 2001) , which preferentially seal in U-deletion and Uinsertion, respectively Cruz-Reyes et al. 2002; Schnaufer et al. 2003 ; see also Gao and Simpson 2003) .
Editing complexes also contain several proteins with potential OB fold and/or zinc finger interaction domains Worthey et al. 2003) that are critical for their structure and/or activity. These include TbMP63/ KREPA2/band III, which is required for editing complex integrity, for retention of the U-deletional ligase (TbMP52), and for the U-deletional and U-insertional cleavage activities , and TbMP81/KREPA1/band II, which is required for protein and/or substrate recognition at each step of U-insertion (Law et al. 2005) , including for retention of the U-insertional ligase (TbMP48) (Drozdz et al. 2002; O'Hearn et al. 2003) . Further refining these roles, recombinant TbMP63 associates with and stimulates the U-deletional ligase (TbMP52), while recombinant TbMP81 associates with and stimulates the U-insertional ligase (TbMP48) and the TbMP57 TUTase Schnaufer et al. 2003) . In addition, overexpressing TAPtagged ligases yielded two different z5-10S subcomplexes that contain TbMP63, TbMP52, and TbMP99 or TbMP81, TbMP48, and TbMP57 and, importantly, catalyze the final two steps of U-deletion or U-insertion, respectively . Additional OB fold proteins include TbMP18/KREPA6/band VII (Law et al. 2007 ) and TbMP46/KREPB4 (Babbarwal et al. 2007 ), which appear critical for holding these subcomplexes together in the 20S complex and for both the U-deletional and U-insertional cleavages, as well as TbMP44/KREPB5 (Wang et al. 2003) and TbMP24/KREPA4 , which appear essential for retention of all examined proteins of the z20S complex. Finally, the OB fold protein TbMP42/KREPA3/ band VI was reported to be critical for trypanosome growth and required for the TUTase and/or ligase steps of precleaved U-insertion; it was also reported to have endonuclease and 39-U-exonuclease activities that were inferred to catalyze those respective steps in U-deletion (Brecht et al. 2005) . A few additional proteins have been reported in some preparations (see Fig. 1B ), apparently at low levels, but their analysis has not been reported.
The roles of these major editing proteins were studied largely by specifically depleting them, using RNAi, and examining the effect on editing. Activities that diminish in consort with the depleted protein depend on that protein, likely directly. However, some activities remain present when the protein is initially depleted but diminish several days later, after the cells stop growing (Law et al. 2005 (Law et al. , 2007 ; these activities are likely to only indirectly require the depleted protein.
We now report new studies on TbMP42, the last of the major proteins whose role appears unresolved, showing it is essential for allowing the editing endonucleases to function in U-deletion and U-insertion while the final two steps of U-deletion and U-insertion are not similarly dependent on TbMP42, quite different than the previous suggestions (Brecht et al. 2005) . We also provide potential explanations for the previous, differing conclusions. Rusche et al. (1997) (see Law et al. 2007 for additional verification of the reproducibility of this purification), the ''TbMP'' designation (representing T. brucei mitochondrial protein followed by the molecular weight of its cytoplasmic precursor) from Panigrahi et al. (2001a) , and a more recent kinetoplastid RNA editing protein nomenclature (''KREPX#,'' representing kinetoplastid RNA editing protein followed by a letter for the class of protein and a number indicating approximate ascending size within the group), that is being replaced with a KREØ# functional nomenclature (KRE as above, followed by a letter for the biological role of protein and a number indicating approximate ascending size within the group) from the Stuart laboratory (see references in the text; for reviews, see Worthey et al. 2003; Simpson et al. 2004; Stuart et al. 2005; Kang et al. 2006; Panigrahi et al. 2006) . The proteins shown in brackets appear quite unabundant and/or are only obtained from some purification procedures (e.g., Panigrahi et al. 2006) . In some references, the initial ''K'' is omitted, and, additionally, TbMP52 has also been referred to as DREL (Cruz-Reyes et al. 2002) and TbMP48 as IREL (Cruz-Reyes et al. 2002) . Purification of editing complexes from L. tarentolae yields many homologous proteins, initially named LmLC# ) then shortened to LC# (Kang et al. 2006) . For uniformity with the bulk of the editing literature, after their initial mention, we use the TbMP# designation. The final column summarizes the demonstrated (and proposed) roles in editing, as cited in the Introduction and the above references. mHel61p helicase of the z20S complex may aid removal of gRNAs after editing (Missel et al. 1997) ; also proteins separate from the z20S complex can affect editing, including TbMP108/KRET1 (that adds U-tails onto gRNAs) (Aphasizhev et al. 2002 (Aphasizhev et al. , 2003c , TbgBP21 and TbgBP25 (that stimulate RNA annealing) (Müller et al. 2001; Müller and Göringer 2002; Aphasizhev et al. 2003b; Schumacher et al. 2006 ), REAP1 (a putative mRNA-binding protein) , and RBP16 (a CYb RNA factor) (Pelletier and Read 2003) . 
RESULTS

Depletion of TbMP42 by RNAi
TbMP42, originally identified as band VI of the editing complex (Rusche et al. 1997) , is a component of all reported preparations of editing complex (Rusche et al. 1997; Panigrahi et al. 2001b Panigrahi et al. , 2003b Panigrahi et al. , 2006 Aphasizhev et al. 2003a; Carnes et al. 2008 ). Previously, TbMP42 had been reported to have important roles in the U-addition and/or ligation steps of U-insertion and to be the enzyme that may catalyze the editing cleavage and U-removal steps of U-deletion (Brecht et al. 2005) . We now present additional studies using trypanosome extracts depleted of TbMP42 by RNAi that completely revise this view. The same two clonal TbMP42 RNAi cell lines were used for all analyses reported below, including the editing assays, and gave confirmatory results. In these and additional examined TbMP42 RNAi lines, the TbMP42 mRNA was efficiently depleted by 24 h post-induction ( Fig. 2A ). The cells propagate normally for z5 d post-induction, then cease expanding (as also observed by Brecht et al. 2005) , and after z2 more days our induced cells die ( Fig. 2B ), demonstrating TbMP42 is essential for viability.
The extent of TbMP42 depletion was determined by Western blotting using rapid cell extracts prepared at day 3 or day 6 of RNAi induction ( Fig. 2C ) and traditional extract prepared at day 4 of induction ( Fig. 2D ). Because Western blots can exhibit a highly nonlinear response, signals were quantified by comparison with similarly intense signals from dilutions of control extracts (the values were also corrected for variations in loading, using the mitochondrial hsp or lip control proteins, as in Law et al. 2007) (Fig. 2C,D) . The TbMP42 signal at days 3, 4, and 6 of RNAi induction matches that of approximately one-eighth the amount of control extract (cells similarly treated for 3 d), indicating the RNAi reduces TbMP42 protein to about one-eighth the control level by day 3 of induction and does not appreciably further reduce it after longer times ( Fig. 2C,D) .
TbMP42 is not required for stability of the other major editing proteins
To determine the effect of TbMP42 depletion on other editing proteins, Western blots of the RNAi extracts were performed and detected using antibodies to each of the seven major proteins of our editing complex (Rusche et al. 1997) as well as to the TbMP57 TUTase ( Fig. 3A-C) . Quantification of these Western blots, as in Figure 2C ,D, showed that at day 3 of RNAi induction, when TbMP42 is approximately one-eighth the control level, the levels of these other proteins are largely unaffected ( Fig. 3A ; see the ffi column). Even at day 6, considerably after cell propagation has ceased, these proteins remain at approximately one-half the control level (Fig. 3B ). Similar levels of protein retention were observed in the traditional extract (Fig. 3 , cf. A and C). Thus, the presence of these other editing proteins is not dependent on TbMP42.
Effect of TbMP42 RNAi on editing activities
To assess the effects of TbMP42 depletion on editing, each of the U-deletional and U-insertional editing steps (Fig.  1A) was examined using the rapid extracts at day 3 (before growth inhibition, when primary effects of TbMP42 loss should be most evident) and at day 6 (after growth inhibition, when precedent has shown secondary effects can arise; Law et al. 2005 Law et al. , 2007 ) (see Materials and Methods) . These experiments assessed multiple extract concentrations to assure evaluation in the approximately linear range for each assay and thus to allow meaningful quantification by Western blots using antibodies against TbMP42 and an hsp70 load control protein (see Materials and Methods; Law et al. 2005 Law et al. , 2007 to analyze (C) rapid cell extracts prepared from control cells or RNAi cells at day 3 (d3) and day 6 (d6) of induction and (D) traditional extracts prepared from control cells or RNAi cells at day 4 (d4) of induction. The protein amount analyzed is indicated, with 13 = 3 mg; the numbers below the lanes indicate the relative protein abundances, quantified as by Law et al. (2007) , with TbMP42 values reported relative to lane loading (determined by the mitochondrial control protein hsp70) (see Materials and Methods). Horizontal dash marks on these and subsequent gels indicate the position of the examined protein.
comparison with control extracts. The analyses were preformed using duplicate extracts from two clonal RNAi cell lines, which gave similar results.
The cleavage steps of editing U-deletional cleavage (Fig. 4A ,B) and U-insertional cleavage (Fig. 4C,D) were assessed separately from the latter two steps of editing by adding PPi to inhibit the ligation step and using 39-end-labeled mRNA to score the downstream fragment that is not affected by the second editing step. At day 3 of RNAi induction, both these kinds of cleavage are greatly reduced (Fig. 4A,C) . Nonetheless, the residual activities retain their normal response to AMP-CP (Fig.  4B,D) , which affirms that those editing cleavages are being scored. (Specifically, the U-deletional and U-insertional activities being stimulated and inhibited by this nucleotide, respectively; see Introduction and Cruz-Reyes et al. [1998b] .) U-deletional cleavage appears depleted in parallel with the TbMP42 protein (reduced to approximately oneninth of the control level; compare 13 of RNAi extract to 1/93 of the control extract), while U-insertional cleavage is slightly less affected at day 3 (reduced to approximately one-sixth of the control level; Fig. 4C ). However, both kinds of cleavage become diminished to one-ninth or less of the control level by day 6 (Fig. 4A,C) . Taken together, the data suggest that TbMP42 loss may directly affect Udeletional cleavage since this cleavage activity decreases rapidly upon RNAi induction, but may indirectly affect Uinsertional cleavage since this cleavage activity decreases at a slower rate. Nonetheless, both U-deletional cleavage and Uinsertional cleavage are highly dependent on TbMP42.
We next assessed the basic activities of the U-deletional and U-insertional editing endonucleases (see Introduction and Law et al. 2005, 2007) to discern whether loss of TbMP42 affects the enzymes themselves or their specific action at an editing site (as was shown for TbMP81 by Law et al. 2005) . These basic assays score cleavage at simple 59 single strand/39 double strand junctions that resemble the pre-mRNA strand at the end of an anchor duplex, with Figure 2C ,D, using antibodies against the indicated proteins (left), including load control proteins (hsp and lip) used for the indicated gels, to probe extracts of control 29.13 cells and RNAi cells, prepared by the rapid extract protocol at (A) day 3 and (B) day 6 of tet administration and (C) by the traditional extract protocol at day 4. For each antibody and type of extract, the RNAi and control samples were run in the same gel and blotted together. The protein amount analyzed is indicated, with 13 = 3 mg. The approximate abundance of each editing protein relative to the control level, after correction for the signal of a load control antibody, is presented in the approximately equals (ffi) column to the right of each panel.
FIGURE 4. TbMP42 is essential for both U-deletional and U-insertional cleavages. Assessment of (A,B) U-deletional cleavage activity and (C,D) U-insertional cleavage activity using the editing substrates diagrammed below. (B,D) Verification of adenosine nucleotide specificity (see Cruz-Reyes et al. 1998b ), using the nonhydrolyzable ADP analog, AMP-CP. These assays, as those of Figures 5 and 6, use the rapid extracts prepared from control or RNAi cells induced for 3 or 6 d. The weaker upstream cleavages are routinely observed (see Huang et al. 2002; Law et al. 2005 Law et al. , 2007 . The analyzed protein amount is indicated, with 13 = 2.4 mg. G and nt indicate ladders showing guanosine residues and all nucleotides, from treatment of this mRNA with RNase TI and NaOH; À indicates no extract; arrowheads indicate the expected product (size shown below). In substrate diagrams of this and subsequent figures, * represents the 32 P label of the pre-mRNA strand.
TbMP42 is needed for T. brucei editing cleavages www.rnajournal.org 1191 the pre-mRNA residue just upstream of the duplex a U to assess basic U-deletion-like cleavage or a purine to assess basic U-insertion-like cleavage (Law et al. 2005 (Law et al. , 2007 , see diagrams in Fig. 5 ). In TbMP42 RNAi extract, this basic U-deletion-like cleavage (the band indicated by the hollow arrow in Fig. 5A ; see legend) is reduced almost as much as cleavage at the U-deletional editing site (Fig. 4A) . In contrast, the basic U-insertion-like cleavage (the sum of the two bands indicated by the solid arrows in Fig. 5B ; see legend) remains within approximately twofold of the control level at day 3 of induction, when cleavage at the U-insertional editing site is reduced to a much greater extent (Fig. 4C) . Verifying that the catalysis is by the respective editing endonucleases, those residual activities are stimulated and inhibited by AMP-CP, respectively (data not shown). These results demonstrate that the U-deletional endonuclease (which Trotter et al. [2005] showed is TbMP90) requires TbMP42 for its retention or basic activity in trypanosomes, and hence also for its specific action at an editing site. Our results also demonstrate that the U-insertional endonuclease (which Carnes et al. [2005] showed is TbMP61) initially remains largely present and exhibits basic activity without TbMP42 for several days. Thus, TbMP42 affects the two editing endonuclease cleavages differently.
The 39-U-exo step of U-deletion and the TUTase step of U-insertion
To specifically assess the second steps of editing, U-removal and U-addition, we used precleaved editing substrates to bypass the cleavage step and PPi to inhibit the ligation step. TbMP42 RNAi causes no decrease in the 39-U-exo step (Fig. 6A) . Indeed, this activity consistently appears slightly more robust in TbMP42 RNAi extracts than in control extracts (Fig. 6A) , as was also observed upon TbMP18 depletion by RNAi (Law et al. 2007 ). The TUTase step also remains as robust as in control extracts at day 3 of induction (Fig. 6B) , when TbMP42 is already greatly reduced (Fig. 2) . Also, both the TUTase and 39-U-exo activities are also fully retained in the traditional extract prepared at day 4 of induction (data not shown). However, by day 6 of induction, when secondary effects have been shown to arise upon RNAi of other editing proteins (Law et al. 2005 (Law et al. , 2007 and when the basic activity of the U-insertional endonuclease becomes lost upon RNAi of TbMP42 (Fig. 5) , the TUTase activity is also reduced, approximately ninefold (Fig. 6B) . This implies that the TUTase activity initially remains present upon depletion of TbMP42, but that it has a reduced stability in vivo without TbMP42. We conclude that neither the 39-U-exo nor the TUTase requires TbMP42 for activity.
Ligation in U-deletion and U-insertion
The ligation steps of U-deletion and U-insertion were assessed in combination with their prior 39-U-exo and TUTase steps, which remain active upon TbMP42 depletion (Fig. 6 ), using the same precleaved substrates as in Figure 6 but reaction conditions to favor ligation (see Materials and Methods and Law et al. 2007 ). In precleaved U-deletion reactions, the rapid extracts prepared at day 3 (as well as day 6) of induction and the traditional extract prepared at day 4 all produced ligated product with similar efficiency to the control extract (Fig. 7A , À3U lig band; data not shown). Similarly, in precleaved U-insertion reactions, the extracts prepared at day 3 and day 4 of induction produce nearly the control level of ligated product (Fig. 7B , +2U lig band; data not shown). (The slight reduction in the level of +2 ligated product appears consistent with a slight reduction in the abundance of the TbMP48, which Cruz-Reyes et al. [2002] and Schnaufer et al. [2003] showed is the ligase specific for U-insertion [ Fig. 3 ].) We conclude that TbMP42 is not required for the ligation steps of FIGURE 5. TbMP42 is required for retention of the basic Udeletional-like cleavage but not similarly for the basic U-insertionallike cleavage. (A) The basic U-deletion-like cleavage and (B) the basic U-insertion-like cleavage activities of the respective editing endonucleases, with products marked by arrowheads in the figures and assessed using the indicated substrates. In A, a nonediting singlestrand nuclease also cleaves 1-and 2-nt upstream from the indicated site, especially in the control extract, and other nuclease activities generate two additional upper bands that are enhanced upon TbMP42 depletion; this could arise because the editing complex is less stable (see Fig. 8 ) and protects that upstream region less well from attack by single-strand-specific nucleases present in these crude cell extracts. In B, there are two main products due to heterogeneity in the gRNA length (Law et al. 2005) . Control experiments confirm that the cleavages shown by the arrowheads retain their normal AMP-CP sensitivities (data not shown).
U-deletion or U-insertion or for their coordination with the previous 39-U-exo and TUTase steps of the respective editing pathways. Underscoring the stability of these activities from the TbMP42 RNAi cells, they also are retained in the traditional extract (Fig. 7) , despite these editing activities being diminished during such lengthy extract preparations from cells lacking other editing proteins (Law et al. 2005 (Law et al. , 2007 .
Stability of the TbMP42-depleted editing complex
Upon depletion of TbMP42, the residual editing complex is reported to sediment like the editing complex from control cell extract (Brecht et al. 2005 ). This conclusion is underscored by our finding that the other editing proteins are largely unaffected by TbMP42 depletion at day 3 of induction ( Fig. 3) , since proteins from dissociated editing complex appear to be less stable in vivo O'Hearn et al. 2003; Law et al. 2007 ). Nonetheless, the z50% decrease in abundance of these other editing proteins by day 6 of TbMP42 RNAi induction (Fig. 3B) suggests that TbMP42-depleted editing complexes have a somewhat reduced longevity in vivo. To examine the in vitro stability of the TbMP42-depleted editing complex, traditional extracts from control and TbMP42 RNAi cells were subjected to glycerol gradient centrifugation at hypotonic conditions. Under these conditions, editing complexes from control extracts remain appreciably at z20S, as indicated by ligase adenylylation (Fig. 8A ) and precleaved editing assays (Fig. 8B,C) . In contrast, when TbMP42 RNAi cell extract was similarly sedimented, ligase adenylylation (Fig. 8A ) and both precleaved editing activities (Fig. 8B,C) were barely detectable in the z20S region and instead appear spread throughout the z15S to z5S region of the gradient (Fig. 8A-C) . The selective instability of editing complex lacking TbMP42 under these somewhat destabilizing hypotonic conditions (Fig. 8 ) and the gradual decrease of the other editing proteins following TbMP42 depletion (Fig. 3B) suggest that although TbMP42 is not absolutely required for integrity of the z20S editing complex (Brecht et al. 2005) , it does augment the stability of this complex, both in vitro and in vivo. (Law et al. 2007 ) and may results from an unrelated single-strand nuclease acting on some small, unannealed fraction of the labeled upstream oligo. In this and subsequent experiments using precleaved substrates, the labeled input oligo (in) and U removal products (À1U, À2U, À3U) or U-addition product (+2U) are indicated. Although editing complexes lacking TbMP42 exhibit fragmentation under hypotonic in vitro conditions (Fig.  8) , the ligases that seal the precleaved U-deletion and Uinsertion reactions continue to function in a coordinated manner, acting preferentially on the products of the previous (39-U-exo or TUTase) step of that editing cascade (Fig. 8B,C) . For example, in the precleaved U-deletion reaction of Figure 8B , the ligase generates À3U lig RNA from À3U RNA with similar efficiency in the z15-5S fractions of the RNAi gradient (lower panel) as it had in the z20S fractions of the control gradient (Fig. 8B, upper  panel) . This concerted action suggests that the activities of each precleaved editing cascade remain associated, even following in vitro fragmentation of the editing complexes, and adds support that authentic editing activities are being assessed.
FIGURE 8. TbMP18 is critical for stability of the editing complex. Glycerol gradient sedimentation analysis using the traditional extracts shown in Figures 2D, 3C , and 7. The indicated fractions (Fr 16 = top) were assayed for (A) the ligase proteins, by adenylylation, (B) precleaved U-deletion, as in Figure 7A , and (C) precleaved U-insertion, as in Figure 7B . In B and C, blank middle regions of these gels are not shown. Assessment of the individual 39-U-exo and TUTase activities in these gradient fractions (reactions with PPi; not shown) gave results similar to those shown in the lower regions of B and C.
Supplementation with recombinant TbMP42 increases endonucleolytic cleavage
Since TbMP42 is important for U-deletional and Uinsertional cleavages and stabilizes the editing complex, we next investigated whether recombinant TbMP42 could restore editing activities in an extract where the endogenous TbMP42 had been depleted by 3 d of RNAi induction. Indeed, recombinant TbMP42 (rTbMP42), renatured as in Brecht et al. (2005) , significantly increases the observed level of U-deletional cleavage (Fig. 9A, cf. lanes 6 and 4, cf.  lanes 11 and 10) . Importantly, this specific cleavage is not catalyzed by rTbMP42 alone (Fig. 9A, lane 7) and is not increased when the RNAi extract is supplemented with BSA or with a different, similarly prepared and similar size recombinant protein (Fig. 9A, lane 8 ; data not shown).
(While various preparations of recombinant proteins do catalyze some cleavages within the upstream singlestranded region of substrates [e.g., Fig. 9 , lanes 8], those cleavages do not appear to be related to editing; see Fig. 9 legend and Discussion.) The ability of rTbMP42 to increase U-deletional cleavage activity in TbMP42 RNAi extract was observed in multiple independent experiments, with several different renatured preparations of rTbMP42 (Fig. 9A , cf. lanes 6 and 4; data not shown), and as expected, the extent of increase is dependent on the amount of added protein (Fig. 9A, lanes 10-12) .
rTbMP42 also stimulates the U-insertional cleavage reaction, but to a considerably lesser extent (Fig. 9B , cf. lanes 6 and 4, cf. lanes 11 and 10), and again this specific cleavage is not catalyzed by rTbMP42 alone (Fig. 9B, lane  7) and is not increased when the RNAi extract is supplemented with BSA or a different recombinant protein (Fig.  9B , lane 8; data not shown). Since the TbMP42 RNAi extract has diminished U-insertional cleavage due partly to its reduced basic cleavage activity (Fig. 5B ) and partly to reduced recognition of the editing substrate by this endonuclease (combined data of Fig. 4B and Fig. 5B ), we measured how the basic U-insertional cleavage activity of TbMP42 RNAi extracts is affected by supplementing with rTbMP42 (Fig. 9C) . Indeed, there is a notable stimulation of the basic U-insertion-like cleavage activity (Fig. 9C , cf. lanes 6 and 4) that is dose dependent (Fig. 9C, lanes 10-12) and does not arise from the recombinant protein alone (Fig. 9C, lane 7) or from adding BSA or a different recombinant protein to the RNA extract (Fig. 9C, lane 8; data not shown). Thus, the added rTbMP42 significantly augments the basic (and specific) U-deletional cleavage activity ( Fig.  9A ; data not shown) and the basic U-insertional cleavage activity (Fig. 9C) of the 3 d induced TbMP42 RNAi extract but apparently does not equally enhance its capacity to recognize a U-insertional editing site (Fig. 9B) .
DISCUSSION
This study assesses the role of TbMP42 by scoring the effect of its RNAi-mediated depletion on each step of editing (summarized in Fig. 10 ) and on the other major editing proteins. A previous RNAi study (Brecht et al. 2005) reported that TbMP42 is needed for cell growth and for U-insertion on a precleaved substrate, and that the TbMP42 protein also possessed a U-exonuclease and a single-strand endonuclease activity that could be part of the editing process, although the individual editing steps were not assessed. In the current study, we present data that greatly revise this view of TbMP42. We show induction of RNAi reduced TbMP42 protein to approximately one-eighth the control level (by day 3) (Fig. 2C,D) , which caused not only growth inhibition (by day 5) (Fig. 2B ) but then cell death (by day 8) (Fig. 2B) , demonstrating that this protein is essential for viability. We find TbMP42 depletion greatly diminishes the cleavage steps in both U-deletion and Uinsertion by day 3 of RNAi (Fig. 4) , at times when our earlier studies have shown that direct effects of RNAi on editing are the most apparent (Law et al. 2007) . In striking contrast with the previous report on TbMP42 (Brecht et al. 2005) , we find extracts from TbMP42-depleted cells catalyze the coordinated steps of precleaved U-deletion and precleaved U-insertion at virtually control levels (Figs. 6, 7 , when assessed within a few days of TbMP42 depletion), indicating that the 39-U-exo, TUTase, and ligase activities are not directly dependent on TbMP42. A potential explanation for the discrepancy with the earlier publication is that we find that TUTase activity becomes diminished by nearly 90% at longer times following TbMP42 depletion, after cell growth has ceased (Figs. 6B, 10 ), suggesting that this activity is unstable in vivo in cells lacking TbMP42. Indeed, already at early times following TbMP42 depletion, the residual editing complex appears to have a reduced stability since its components, which sediment at z20S 1-5,10 ), or supplemented with rTbMP42 (''rMP42''; lanes 6,11,12), or a with control protein (lanes 8; a recombinant 50-kDa segment of TbMP99 in A and B, ''rMP99''; BSA in C), or by rTbMP42 alone (lane 7). Lane 9 is a nucleotide ladder. Lanes 10-12 are from a different experiment than lanes 1-9; the mRNA used for the experiment of lanes 1-9 in panels A and C had a 1-nt 39 length heterogeneity and thus generated two product bands from the 39 end-labeled substrate. The recombinant TbMP42 protein preparations not only stimulate editing cleavages by the RNAi extract (lanes 6), but alone they also direct some cleavage in the single-stranded regions upstream of the editing sites (lanes 7; see also lanes 8 for such cleavage by nonspecific recombinant protein preparations; substrates diagrammed in Figs. 4 and 5). However, those upstream cleavages are unlikely to be editing related since they generate 59OH termini (the fragments co-migrate with an alkali-generated ladder of the same sequence [lane 9] and are out of phase with fragments from the editing cleavage; see, especially, Fig. 9B , lane 7 vs. lanes 2-6); in contrast, editing intermediates have 59-P termini (see Cruz-Reyes et al. 1998a , and references therein). (Brecht et al. 2005) , instead sediment as smaller associations under low salt conditions (Fig. 8). (Nonetheless, those editing activities continue to function in a coordinated manner [ Fig. 8]. ) Furthermore, the secondary loss of catalytic activity at editing sites appears quite selective for the TUTase activity, since the bulk of the 39-U-exo activity (Fig. 6 ) and both ligase activities (Fig. 7) , as well as the TbMP57 TUTase protein and the other major proteins of the editing complex (Fig. 3) , largely remain at day 6 of RNAi induction. Thus, TbMP42 is required for the endonuclease cleavages of the trypanosome's editing complex but not for the other activities of editing, and it enhances the stability of the editing complex.
TbMP42 is needed for
Interestingly, TbMP42 depletion affects the U-deletional and U-insertional cleavage steps in different manners, as shown by the different effects on their basic activities (Fig.  5) , using previously documented assays (Law et al. 2005 (Law et al. , 2007 . Specifically, in extracts depleted of TbMP42, the basic cleavage activity of the U-deletional endonuclease (Fig. 5A) is reduced approximately as much as this nuclease's activity at an editing site (Fig. 4A) , indicating that TbMP42 is needed for any cleavage by the TbMP90 endonuclease in trypanosome extracts. (However, studies using recombinant proteins have shown that rTbMP90 cleaves an editing site in the presence of rTbMP63, without rTbMP42 [Kang et al. 2006] , suggesting that in vivo TbMP42 likely serves to retain the presence of the active TbMP90.) In contrast to its effects on the U-deletional endonuclease, depletion of TbMP42 (at 3 d of RNAi induction) does not affect the basic cleavage activity of the U-insertional endonuclease (Fig. 5B) nearly as much as it affects its activity at an editing site (Fig. 4C) . This may reflect a difference in stability of the U-deletional and the U-insertional endonucleases of the editing complexes upon depletion of TbMP42. Furthermore, TbMP42 appears to play a key role in substrate recognition by the TbMP61 endonuclease but less so in that nucleases' retention or actual cleavage mechanism. A role for TbMP42 in substrate recognition by the U-insertional endonuclease is reminiscent of the function of TbMP81 (Law et al. 2005) . It has been proposed that TbMP81 facilitates substrate recognition by associating with the U-insertional enzymes and editing substrate using its OB fold domain Schnaufer et al. 2003; Worthey et al. 2003; Law et al. 2005) , and TbMP42 might similarly utilize its OB fold domain to augment recognition of editing substrates by the U-insertional endonuclease. Additionally, the role of TbMP42 in augmenting stability of the editing complex (Figs. 6B, 8 ) could involve its zinc fingers, as has been shown for TbMP63 .
When added to reactions containing extracts depleted of TbMP42, rTbMP42 increases activity of the U-deletional endonuclease (Fig. 9A) and of the U-insertional endonuclease to a lesser extent (Fig. 9B) . These effects are consistent with roles in augmenting stability of the editing complex and/or augmenting substrate recognition by the editing enzymes. In a potentially related effect, rTbMP42 was previously reported to restore precleaved U-insertion activity when added to extracts depleted of TbMP42 (Brecht et al. 2005) . In light of our demonstration that precleaved U-insertion activity remains at virtually the control level when direct effects of the TbMP42 RNAi are already observed (Figs. 6B, 7B ) and only diminishes subsequently, after the cells cease growing and secondary effects become more apparent ( Fig. 6B ; data not shown), the restoration of precleaved U-insertion observed by Brecht et al. (2005) appears likely to also have resulted from an indirect role of TbMP42. Nonetheless, the stimulatory effects of supplementing the RNAi extract with rTbMP42 attest to the importance of this protein in the editing complex.
In contrast to our conclusion that TbMP42 plays a noncatalytic essential role, it was previously suggested that TbMP42 catalyzes the endonucleolytic cleavages and the U-exonucleolytic cleavage of editing (Brecht et al. 2005) . The inference that TbMP42 might catalyze the endonucleolytic cleavages was based on observing cleavage of a model Udeletional editing substrate a few nucleotides upstream of its expected editing cleavage site, within a single-stranded region, using either rTbMP42 preparations or control cell extract, and reduced amounts of this cleavage using cell extract lacking TbMP42 (Brecht et al. 2005) . We also observe cleavage at such single-stranded positions a few nucleotides upstream of the expected U-deletional cleavage site catalyzed by some recombinant protein preparations (Fig. 9A, lanes 7,8) , but the following observations suggest this cleavage is not specific to the TbMP42, nor is it involved in RNA editing. First, no appreciable amounts of these single-strand cleavages are observed using our cell extracts (Figs. 4A; Fig. 9A, lanes 2-5) . Second, we observe only very low levels of these single-stranded cleavages with our preparations of rTbMP42 (Fig. 9A, lane 7) , yet much more of them from other recombinant protein prepara-FIGURE 10. Summary of the data from Figures 2-9. Retention of indicated protein or activity in RNAi extract at day 3 of induction (when cells are still growing) and at day 6 of induction (after growth ceased). ''+'' Indicates at least one-half as much as the control extract; ''À'' indicates less than one-fifth as much as the control extract. ''*'' represents the U-insertional ligase efficiency assessed in combination with the remaining TUTase product (as in Fig. 7 ).
tions, both from our preparation of a different protein (Fig.  9A, lane 8) and from a preparation of rTbMP42 kindly provided to us by Dr. Uli Goringer (Darmstadt University of Technology, Darmstadt, Germany) (data not shown). Third, alternate editing substrates also show such spurious cleavage from various recombinant protein preparations ( Fig. 9B,C; data not shown). Fourth, these single-strand cleavages form 59-OH termini (see legend to Fig. 9) , not the 59-P termini of editing intermediates, suggesting that they do not represent an editing endonuclease. Fifth, other proteins have been reported to be the endonucleases of editing, based on active site mutation as well as RNAimediated depletion (TbMP90 and TbMP61 catalyzing cleavage of normal U-deletion and U-insertion, and TbMP67 catalyzing cleavage of a U-insertion with cislocated gRNA; Carnes et al. 2005 Carnes et al. , 2008 Trotter et al. 2005) . In addition, the U-insertional endonuclease remains largely present in extracts depleted of TbMP42 (Fig. 5B) , indicating that that enzyme does not require TbMP42. Thus the single-strand endoribonuclease activity reported for preparations of rTbMP42 (Brecht et al. 2005 ) may not be due to the TbMP42 protein and appears to not catalyze the endonucleolytic cleavage steps of editing.
rTbMP42 was additionally reported to possess exoribonuclease activity, with preference for oligo-U over oligo-A, suggesting it may catalyze the 39-U-exo step of editing (Brecht et al. 2005) . However, we find that extracts depleted of TbMP42 exhibit no defect in the 39-U-exo step (Fig. 6 ) or in precleaved U-deletion (Fig. 7) , and Schnaufer et al. (2003) observed active precleaved U-deletion from protein associations that contain minimal TbMP42. Furthermore, TbMP99 Worthey et al. 2003) and/or TbMP100 Rogers et al. 2007 ) have been reported to be enzymes catalyzing the 39-U-exo activity of U-deletion. Nonetheless, editing could utilize another 39-U-exo activity. Indeed, there is ample precedent for such protein multiplicity, as the editing machinery uses two endonucleases Trotter et al. 2005) , two TUTases (Aphasizhev et al. 2002; Ernst et al. 2003) , and two RNA ligases (Cruz-Reyes et al. 2002; Schnaufer et al. 2003) , but for distinct functions (although the ligases also provide redundancy for sealing U-insertion) (Drozdz et al. 2002; Gao and Simpson 2003; O'Hearn et al. 2003) . Thus, the 39-U-exo function reported for TbMP42 (Brecht et al. 2005 ) could be utilized in editing, possibly providing a redundant 39-U removal activity for U-deletion and/or a nonredundant role, such as the removal of excess U's that the TUTase might add in U-insertion (Byrne et al. 1996; Alfonzo et al. 1997; McManus et al. 2000; Igo et al. 2002) and the TUTase has been shown to add U's in U-deletion (Zhelonkina et al. 2006) .
The roles of all but the least abundant members of the z20 proteins that copurify in preparations of the trypanosome editing complex have now been assessed (summarized in Fig. 1B) , largely through biochemical analysis of extracts from cells in which the protein has been depleted using RNAi (and occasionally complemented by activity assays using the recombinant protein). Almost all the examined proteins are critical for various catalytic steps in the U-deletion and/or U-insertion cycles, either as the enzymes themselves or as accessory factors that help retain an enzyme's basic activity or facilitate recognition of an editing site. TbMP42 serves both such functions. It is only the second accessory factor reported to facilitate an enzyme's recognition of an editing site, since, like TbMP81, it appears to help the TbMP61 endonuclease to act at Uinsertional editing sites (Figs. 4C, 5B ). The noted RNAbinding activity of TbMP42 (Brecht et al. 2005 ) might provide this editing site-specific recognition, much as proposed for TbMP81 . However, unlike TbMP81, we find TbMP42 is additionally needed to retain the basic activity of the U-deletional endonuclease (Fig.  5A) . Thus TbMP42 appears to serve unique and important roles in the editing complex that are largely different than previously thought for this protein.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Cloning the TbMP42 gene and preparation of RNAi cell lines
Band VI was isolated from an SDS-PAGE gel of the purified T. brucei editing complexes, and after trypsin digestion, peptides were sequenced by Edman degradation (as in Huang et al. 2001; Rusche et al. 2001; O'Hearn et al. 2003; Law et al. 2007 ). Four resultant peptides of 28, 21, and 10 amino acids identified a presumptive contig in the then partly complete T. brucei genomic sequence, and it was PCR amplified, yielding a 1182-nt sequence identical to the subsequently reported TbMP42 sequence (Panigrahi et al. 2001b) . For RNAi, a 686-bp PCR product starting with GGAATACCGT was cloned into the tetracycline (Tet) inducible pZJM RNAi vector (Wang et al. 2000; O'Hearn et al. 2003) and was transfected into procyclic T. brucei 29.13 cells, which constitutively express T7 RNA polymerase and Tet repressor proteins (Wirtz et al. 1999) . After extreme dilution (to z0.3 live cells per well), clonal cell lines that express the TbMP42 double-stranded RNA upon Tet induction were selected (as in Huang et al. 2002; O'Hearn et al. 2003; Law et al. 2007 ).
Extract preparation and glycerol gradient sedimentation
Most assays used small-scale extracts (from z2 3 10 8 cells), rapidly prepared (z1.5 h post-lysis) (Rusche et al. 2001; Huang et al. 2002; Law et al. 2005) to focus on the primary effects of the protein and minimize secondary loss of editing activities (Law et al. 2005 (Law et al. , 2007 . Sedimentation analysis used traditional trypanosome mitochondrial extracts (Harris et al. 1990; Sabatini et al. 1998 ) (from z4 3 10 10 cells) that require z6-8 h post-lysis, during which time some editing activities can diminish from certain RNAi cells (e.g., Law et al. [2005 Law et al. [ , 2007 also found here for TbMP42 is needed for T. brucei editing cleavages www.rnajournal.org 1197
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Glycerol gradient analysis was performed as described (Law et al. 2007 ) except we collected 16 fractions.
Northern and Western blotting
The pZJM insert was used to probe Northern blots of RNA from 2.5 3 10 7 cells (as in O'Hearn et al. 2003) . For semi-quantitative Western analysis, extract dilutions in twofold increments (#3 mg protein) were run on SDS-PAGE mini gels (Bio-Rad), transferred to nitrocellulose membranes (Bio-Rad), probed with antibodies and detected using the ECL-Plus chemiluminescent reagents (Amersham) (described in O'Hearn et al. 2003; Law et al. 2007) , and quantified (Zhelonkina et al. 2006) . The antibodies, including ones recognizing load control mitochondrial proteins, lipoamide dehydrogenase (''lip'') and heat shock protein 70 (''hsp''), were described (O'Hearn et al. 2003; Law et al. 2007 ).
Activity assays
The ''specific'' and ''basic'' assays were as previously described (Law et al. 2007 , and references therein) and analyzed on 40 cm, 9% (w/v) (Figs. 4, 5, 9) or 15% (w/v) (Figs. 6-8) polyacrylamide/ 7.5 M urea gels. In brief, ''specific'' editing assays score the individual steps of U-deletion and U-insertion. They use standard T. brucei editing substrates: ATPase 6 (A6) pre-mRNA m [0, 4] annealed to gRNA D339, which guides the removal of 3 U's at editing site 1 (ES1), or annealed to gRNA I47G, which guides the addition of 2 U's at ES2, or three oligoribonucleotides (oligos) annealed to mimic a precleaved U-insertional editing site or a precleaved U-deletional editing site. The U-deletional or U-insertional cleavage step were assayed using 39-end-labeled premRNA and potassium pyrophosphate (PPi) plus either AMP-CP or no nucleotide, respectively. The 39-U-exo and TUTase steps were assayed using PPi and precleaved substrates, with the upstream oligo 59-end labeled; the 39-U-exo assays also contained excess single-stranded RNA, and the TUTase assays also contained 0.15 mM UTP. U-deletional and U-insertional ligations were assessed in combination with their previous U-removal or U-addition steps, using their precleaved substrates and no PPi but supplemented with ATP (0.3 or 0 mM), UTP (0 or 2.4 mM) and yeast torula RNA (4.5 or 0 ng), respectively. The glycerol gradient fractions were assessed similarly. The ''basic'' cleavage assays, in which the endonucleases are assessed independent of their ability to act at an editing site, used substrates that retain minimal features required for cleavage activity: the pre-mRNA substrate annealed to an RNA that provides an anchor region but no guiding region or tether, as described (Law et al. 2005 (Law et al. , 2007 .
Recombinant TbMP42 preparation
Recombinant TbMP42 protein was expressed with a C-terminal His 6 tag using the pET29a vector (Novagen) in Escherichia coli BL21 cells and was purified under denaturing conditions, after guanidine solubilization of the inclusion bodies, on Probond Nickel columns according to the manufacturer's instructions (Invitrogen). The recombinant protein was then renatured as in Brecht et al. (2005) immediately prior to use.
